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STATE OF ILLINOIS

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION

DIRECT TESTIMONY OF BRADLEY O. FULTS1

I.2

INTRODUCTION AND QUALIFICATIONS3

Q. Please state your name, title and business address.4

A. My name is Bradley O. Fults.  I am the Managing Principal at Progressive Energy 5

Solutions, LLC, an energy consulting firm that specializes in energy planning, energy 6

pricing, contract negotiations, strategic planning, and other energy matters.  Progressive 7

Energy Solutions works with large commercial, institutional, and industrial companies, 8

including many customers with facilities served by Commonwealth Edison Company 9

(“ComEd”).  My address is 8908 Prestwick Circle, Brooklyn Park, MN  55443.10

11

Q. What are your responsibilities in your present position?12

A. My area of concentration at Progressive Energy Solutions, LLC is in customer energy 13

supply procurement, utility rate evaluation, and analysis.  I assist large commercial and 14

industrial customers by evaluating energy supply pricing and procurement, energy risk 15

management, utility rate structures, rate options, rules of service and on-site generation 16

options for such customers.  My evaluation typically involves elements including 17

reliability of supply, standby fuels, cogeneration gas supplies, penalty avoidance, proper 18
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tariff application, proper application of rules and regulations and other energy related 19

issues.  20

21

Prior to 2002, I was employed as a Senior Project Manager within the Energy Solutions 22

Group with Alliant Energy Integrated Services and its predecessor, and had many of the 23

same responsibilities.24

25

Q. Please state your educational qualifications.26

A. I attended the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire and in 1982 received a Bachelor of 27

Science Degree in Business Administration with a major in Management Information 28

Systems.29

30

Q. Please discuss your experience in the Illinois retail electric market.31

Since the late 1980s, I have been regularly advising customers in the ComEd service 32

territory about procurement of energy supply, including both electricity and natural gas.  33

For more than 20 years, I have provided technical support and utility industry analysis to 34

some of the largest commercial, institutional, and industrial energy customers in the 35

northern Illinois area.  I track and analyze regulatory and energy supply issues that affect 36

those customers’ energy costs, such as those that are implicated by the proposals ComEd 37

made to initiate this proceeding.38

39
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Q. Have you been advising clients regarding changes to Illinois retail electric market?40

A. Yes.  Since before the inception of competition in the Illinois retail electric market, I have 41

been assisting some of ComEd’s largest customers in analyzing the impact of ComEd’s 42

rate proposals.  During 1996 and 1997, I provided technical support service to the Illinois 43

Institutional and Industrial Customers for Energy Restructuring (“I3CER”).  I3CER was 44

formed to help facilitate changes to Illinois electric restructuring proposals, which were 45

being negotiated by many organizations at that time.  As part of that work, I evaluated the 46

impact of the 1997 amendments to the Public Utilities Act on on-site generation, recovery 47

of stranded costs, state and municipal tax issues, and other issues affecting the electric 48

rates paid by customers.149

50

Over the years, I have assisted a wide array of commercial and industrial customers in 51

reviewing and analyzing their competitive supply options, including Retail Electric 52

Suppliers (“RES”) proposals, and I have worked closely with a number of customers to 53

evaluate ComEd’s increases in delivery services rates, market value energy charges, 54

power purchase option rates, and customer transition charges.  55

56

Q. What national experience do you have regarding energy issues?57

A. I have worked throughout the United States evaluating energy procurement options, rate 58

design issues and on-site generation opportunities.  Many of my clients have multiple 59

facilities and I am often retained to evaluate supply options across more than one 60

jurisdiction.  I have evaluated supply procurement options for electricity and natural gas 61

in Illinois and other states such as: New Jersey, California, Minnesota, New York, 62

                                                
1 Those amendments are now codified as Article XVI of the Public Utilities Act, 220 ILCS 5/16-101 et seq.
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Pennsylvania, Texas, and Washington, as well as Canada.  This work included not only 63

evaluating the supply commodity options in the competitive market for electricity and 64

natural gas, but also analyzed the economics of standby fuels and on-site generation.65

66

Q. Have you previously testified before the Commission?67

A. Yes.  My resume is attached to my Direct Testimony as REACT Ex. 1.1, and includes a 68

list of proceedings in which I have provided expert testimony.69

70

Q. Are you incorporating any of your previous testimony by reference?71

A. Yes.  I am incorporating my testimony from the 2007 ComEd Rate Case and the 2008 72

Special Investigation Proceeding.  My Direct, Corrected Supplemental Direct, and 73

Rebuttal Testimony, and the exhibits thereto submitted into evidence in the 2007 ComEd 74

Rate Case are incorporated herein as if they were attached in REACT Exhibits 1.2, 1.3 75

and 1.4, respectively.2  My Direct and Corrected Rebuttal Testimony, and the exhibits 76

thereto submitted into evidence in the 2008 Special Investigation Proceeding are 77

incorporated herein as if they were attached in REACT 1.5 and 1.6, respectively.378

79

Q. On whose behalf are you testifying?80

A. I am testifying on behalf of the Coalition to Request Equitable Allocation of Costs 81

Together (collectively, “REACT”).  REACT brings together some of the largest and most 82

                                                
2 In the 2007 ComEd Rate Case, (ICC Docket No. 07-0566), my Direct Testimony (REACT Exhibit 1.0) with 
accompanying exhibits (REACT Exhibits 1.1-1.2), were filed on ICC eDocket on February 11, 2008.  My Corrected 
Supplemental Direct Testimony (REACT Corrected Exhibit 4.0) with accompanying exhibit (REACT Exhibit 4.1),
were filed on ICC eDocket on May 6, 2008.  My Rebuttal Testimony (REACT Exhibit 5.0), was filed on ICC 
eDocket on April 8, 2008.
3 In the 2008 Special Investigation Proceeding (ICC Docket No. 08-0532), my Direct Testimony (REACT Exhibit 
1.0) with accompanying exhibits (REACT Exhibits 1.1-1.6), were filed on ICC eDocket on May 22, 2009.  My 
Rebuttal Testimony (REACT Corrected Exhibit 3.0), was filed on ICC eDocket on October 9, 2008.
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well-known industrial, commercial and governmental entities in the Chicagoland area 83

that will be significantly impacted by unjustified rate increases and proposed changes to 84

distribution rates.85

86

Q. What is the unifying philosophy of REACT?87

A. REACT was formed in direct response to ComEd’s rate increase filing in the 2007 88

ComEd Rate Case.  The diverse members of REACT recognized that their interests 89

aligned in addressing ComEd’s proposed inequitable and unjustified cost allocations and 90

have joined together to Request Equitable Allocation of Costs Together, or “REACT.”91

92

Q. Has ComEd appropriately allocated its costs in this proceeding?93

A. No.  ComEd’s proposed rates in the present case continue to be based upon inequitable 94

and unjustified allocations of the costs that ComEd seeks to collect from its customers.  95

ComEd’s improper allocations will impact REACT members in both by impeding the 96

development of a competitive market for smaller customers, and by unfairly saddling the 97

Extra Large Load customer class, whose members provide jobs and economic benefits to 98

the Chicagoland area, with artificially inflated rates that are not based upon the costs that 99

the Extra Large Load customers caused.100

101

For at least five (5) fundamental reasons, the way in which ComEd has proposed to 102

allocate its cost simply does not make sense: 103

First, ComEd’s proposal continues to unjustifiably allocate a disproportionate 104
amount of its costs to its largest customers.  As a result of this improper 105
allocation, ComEd is proposing to increase rates for its largest customers by more 106
than 76.8% since January 2, 2007 -- whereas the average increase over all 107
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customers is only 38%.4  Relying on an allocation methodology that the 108
Commission has repeatedly maligned, ComEd goes so far as to assert that it 109
believes that it should be entitled to increase the rates to its largest customers.  110
ComEd has not explained what the Extra Large Load customers have done to 111
deserve such a disproportionate, massive rate increase.112

Second, ComEd has continued to present a fundamentally flawed Embedded Cost 113
of Service Study (“ECOSS”) improperly allocating assets to the Extra Large Load 114
class that the class does not use -- including some assets that these customers115
would never use as part of Standard Service.  REACT expert witness Harry L. 116
Terhune explains in detail the types of costs that should not be assigned to the 117
Extra Large Load class, and the steps ComEd should take to remedy the improper 118
allocation.  Mr. Terhune’s Direct Testimony is REACT Ex. 3.0.119

Third, ComEd continues to improperly include in its proposed delivery services 120
rates costs ComEd incurs associated with providing supply service.  As REACT 121
expert witness Jeffrey Merola explains in his testimony, ComEd’s distortion 122
artificially inflates ComEd’s delivery services charges, and impedes the 123
development of the competitive market for smaller commercial and residential 124
customers.  Mr. Merola’s Direct Testimony is REACT Ex. 2.0.125

Forth, ComEd’s new proposal to recover its obligation to pay the Illinois Electric 126
Distribution Tax would unfairly penalize large customers who efficiently utilize 127
ComEd’s distribution system.128

Fifth, ComEd yet again has presented an unjustified request for an increase in its129
Distribution Loss Factors.  This is the latest in a long series of Distribution Loss 130
Factor increases that ComEd has sought with an accounting of the actual losses 131
incurred on ComEd’s distribution system.132

In short, ComEd once again has not fairly, appropriately or properly allocated its costs in 133

this proceeding.134

II.135

PURPOSE AND CONTEXT OF TESTIMONY136

Q. What is the purpose of your testimony in this proceeding?137

A. My testimony:138

 Introduces the members of the REACT coalition and its expert witnesses in this 139
proceeding;140

                                                
4 See ICC Docket No. 07-0566 Final Order dated September 10, 2008, Appendix at 1; ComEd Ex. 16.2 at 3.
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 Contextualizes ComEd’s massive, disproportionate increases and proposed 141
increases of its delivery services rates to its largest customers since 2006;142

 Summarizes flaws in ComEd’s filed ECOSS and primary/secondary supplemental143
ECOSS;144

 Introduces the issue of the impact ComEd’s improper allocation of procurement 145
costs would have upon the development of a competitive market for residential 146
and small commercial customers; 147

 Evaluates the impact of ComEd’s proposal to collects its Illinois Electricity148
Distribution Tax as a per kWh line item fee; and149

 Evaluates ComEd’s proposed increases in distribution line loss costs for the over-150
10 MW customer classes.151

152

Q. What are your recommendations?153

A. To the extent the Commission approves any increase in ComEd’s rates, it should reject 154

ComEd’s unjustified, inequitable proposed allocation of costs to the Extra Large Load 155

customer class.  Specifically, the Commission should:156

 Reject ComEd’s proposal to increase overall distribution rates for the over-157
10 MW customers by 76.8% since January 2, 2007.158

 Compel ComEd to identify the assets used to serve the Extra Large Load 159
customer class and fairly allocate costs to the class based on the costs the class 160
actually causes. 161

 Reject ComEd’s proposal to recover its obligation pay the Illinois Electricity162
Distribution Tax on a per kWh fee.  This change is unnecessary, adds confusion 163
and is contrary ComEd’s proposal to move rate towards a Straight Fixed Variable 164
recovery method.165

 Reject ComEd’s increase in the distribution “loss factors”.  These factors were 166
updated in ComEd’s last two rate case, Docket Nos. 05-0597 and 07-0566, and 167
ComEd has not provided a defensible explanation of why the distribution loss 168
factors continue to increase.  169

170
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Q. Is REACT sponsoring other direct testimony?171

A. Yes.  In addition to my own testimony, REACT is sponsoring the direct testimony of two 172

other expert witnesses: Jeffrey Merola and Harry L. Terhune.  Mr. Merola has over 20173

years of experience in the competitive energy markets.  He testifies regarding Customer 174

Care Costs, which are those costs ComEd incurs to provide customer service for its 175

delivery and supply customers.  Mr. Merola’s testimony addresses the manner in which 176

ComEd has improperly allocated the Customer Care Costs, resulting in artificially high 177

delivery services rates, and artificially low supply charges.  Mr. Terhune has over 31 178

years of senior-level transmission and distribution engineering experience, working at 179

ComEd, MAIN and a neighboring transmission company; he testifies on issues relating to 180

ComEd’s improper allocation of costs to the Extra Large Load class, noting that ComEd 181

has assigned the costs of certain assets to the class that the members of the class simply 182

do not use.183

III.184

THE REACT COALITION AND185
REACT’S PARTICIPATION IN PRIOR PROCEEDINGS186

Q. Please further describe the REACT coalition and its members.187

A. The REACT coalition is an ad hoc group, with diverse members, ranging from some of 188

the largest of ComEd’s commercial, governmental and industrial delivery services189

customers to RESs that  are active in the ComEd market to a company that is 190

contemplating entering the residential retail electric market in Illinois.  The REACT 191

members currently include: A. Finkl & Sons, Co.; Aux Sable Liquid Products, LP; the 192

City of Chicago; Commerce Energy, Inc.; Flint Hills Resources, LLC; FutureMark Paper 193

Company; Integrys Energy Services, Inc.; Interstate Gas Supply of Illinois, Inc.; The 194
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Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago PDV Midwest Refining 195

LLC; United Airlines, Inc.; and Wells Manufacturing Company.  The opinions herein do 196

not necessarily represent the positions of any particular member of REACT.  197

198

Q. Can you provide any additional detail on the delivery services customers that are 199

members of REACT?200

A. Yes.  The large commercial, governmental and industrial members of REACT are all 201

considered “Extra Large” Load class customers, meaning they each have a peak load in 202

excess of 10,000 kilowatts (10 megawatts, or “10 MW”) of electricity, or “Extra Large 203

High Voltage” class customers.  The REACT members all have demands in excess of 10 204

MW and would be significantly impacted by ComEd’s proposed increases.  As discussed 205

in detail below, the impact of ComEd’s proposal would increase rates for the over-10 206

MW since ICC Docket No. 05-0597 in the 30% to 85% range.207

208

Q. Can you provide any additional detail on the retail electric suppliers that are 209

members of REACT? 210

A. Yes.  Commerce Energy, Inc. (“Commerce”) and Integrys Energy Services, Inc. 211

(“Integrys”) are certificated as Alternative Retail Electricity Suppliers (“ARES”) in the 212

ComEd service territory.  Integrys is planning to provide retail electric service to 213

residential and small commercial customers in ComEd’s service territory.  Interstate Gas 214

Supply of Illinois, Inc. (“IGS”) is not currently certified as an ARES, but is considering 215

seeking certification.  216

217
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Integrys presently provides service to industrial and commercial customers in ComEd’s 218

service territory.  Of critical importance to the retail suppliers in providing service to219

ComEd’s residential and small commercial market is ensuring that the 220

energy/procurement component of ComEd’s bundled product -- against which RESs 221

compete -- is not improperly cross-subsidized by the “wires side” of ComEd’s business.222

223

Q. Please explain how the interests of REACT’s members align, combining some of 224

ComEd’s largest customers with RESs interested in residential competition.225

A. The members of REACT are committed to advocating that the Commission ensure 226

accurate, appropriate and equitable allocations of ComEd’s costs.227

228

As discussed at length in the testimony of REACT expert witness Mr. Merola, ComEd 229

has failed to properly allocate a portion of its supply procurement costs, and is attempting 230

to recover those costs under its delivery services rates.  By improperly allocating its 231

procurement costs to the delivery services part of its business, ComEd subsidizes the rate 232

it charges for the commodity of electricity -- the component of the rate against which 233

RESs compete -- by artificially increasing its delivery services charges.  As Mr. Merola 234

explains, this cross-subsidization is inappropriate because customers who chose to take 235

service from RESs should no longer pay for any of ComEd’s supply cost (because they 236

are paying the RESs to provide supply service), but all customers pay for ComEd’s 237

delivery services costs.  Significantly, the impact of skewing costs toward delivery is not 238

to reduce the overall rate ComEd’s bundled rate customers would pay.  Instead, it only 239
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reduces the “bypassable” energy component of its rates while increasing the “non-240

bypassable” delivery services component. 241

242

While ComEd no longer provides a bundled annual fixed-price electricity product to the 243

over-10 MW customer classes, it does, and will continue to, provide a bundled fixed-244

price product to its residential and small commercial customers with peak demand less 245

than 100 kW, and continues to offer day-ahead supply service to all of its customers.  246

REACT’s customer members also benefit from proper allocation of the Customer Care 247

Costs because increased competitive opportunities leads to increased supplier 248

participation, and increased supplier participation leads to greater choices and product 249

innovation.250

251

As REACT witness Mr. Terhune discusses in his testimony, the over-10 MW customer 252

class should be assigned only the fair share of the costs that it causes.  The RES members 253

of REACT have an interest in the overall prices that the largest customers must pay for 254

electricity service as a whole.  By unjustifiably assigning costs to the Extra Large Load255

customer class, ComEd’s proposed rates would inappropriately artificially inflate the 256

rates of the largest customers.257

258

Therefore, both the over 10-MW customers and the RESs considering entering the 259

residential and small commercial market in the ComEd service territory have a very 260

similar interest -- ensuring fair, accurate and transparent allocation of ComEd’s costs 261

between the generation, transmission and distribution rates.262
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Q. What message would REACT like to convey to the Commission?263

A. Ever since the 2007 ComEd Rate Case, when REACT was first formed and became 264

active, REACT’s message has been consistent and clear: ComEd has failed to justify the 265

massive, disproportionate increase that it seeks from its largest customers, and likewise 266

has no legitimate basis for its assertion that delivery services customers should pay for 267

the Customer Care Costs associated with ComEd providing supply service.  Despite the 268

Commission repeatedly strongly criticizing ComEd’s cost allocation methodologies on 269

these issues, ComEd’s direct testimony is, at best, a retread of the same ECOSS that the270

Commission found to be “problematic” and containing “substantial deficiencies” and a 271

Customer Care Cost analysis that the Commission found “difficult to imagine”.  (See ICC 272

Docket No. 07-0566, Final Order dated September 10, 2008, at 213; ICC Docket No. 08-273

0532, Final Order dated April 21, 2010, at 67.)  It is plainly inappropriate for ComEd to 274

again propose to use fundamentally the same ECOSS and cost allocation methodology 275

that the Commission has strongly criticized.276

277

Q. What specifically was the Commission’s finding regarding ComEd’s ECOSS in 278

ComEd’s 2007 Rate Case?279

A. In ComEd’s 2007 Rate Case, the Commission noted that ComEd’s ECOSS contained 280

substantial deficiencies that rendered it problematic for purposes of setting rates. (See281

ICC Docket No. 07-0566, Final Order dated September 9, 2008, at 213).  The 282

Commission further determined that proper assignment of primary and secondary costs 283

would likely reduce the total cost allocation to customers in the Extra Large, High-284

Voltage and Railroad delivery classes.  To mitigate the large proposed increases of 129% 285
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for High Voltage Delivery (over-10 MW) and 140.4% for Extra Large (over-10 MW) 286

customers (See ICC Docket No. 07-0566, ComEd Ex. 12.0, Direct Panel Testimony of 287

Lawrence S. Alongi and Chantal K. Jones, PhD, at 11), the Commission authorized 288

ComEd to only move rates 25% towards rates based upon ComEd’s substantially 289

deficient ECOSS.  (See ICC Docket No. 07-0566, Final Order dated September 10, 2008, 290

at 213.)291

292

Q. What did the Commission further order in 2007 Rate Case Final Order?293

A. The Commission ordered a special investigation and opened the 2008 Special 294

Investigation Proceeding, ICC Docket No. 08-0532.  This investigation required ComEd 295

to provide reports and studies on bundled supply customer costs, street lighting costs, 296

separation of costs for primary and secondary service, and the nature an extent of use of 297

railroad class customers facilities to provide service to other customers, changes in 298

accounting policy, affiliate interest transactions, pass through transactions and future 299

depreciation.  (ICC Docket No. 08-0532, Initiating Order dated  September 10, 2008 at 2-3.) 300

301

Q. Briefly describe the results of this Special Investigation Proceeding.302

A. ComEd filed a revised ECOSS that addressed the issues directed by the Commission in 303

the 2007 Rate Case Final Order, including an ECOSS containing cost separate for  the 304

primary and secondary costs.  (See ICC Docket No. 07-0566, Final Order dated 305

September 10, 2008, at 207.)  REACT participated in these proceedings providing 306

testimony that the ECOSS was still problematic and did nothing to resolve the massive 307

increases being proposed by ComEd for large over-10 MW customers.  Problems 308

identified by REACT and other intervenors in the primary secondary analysis included:309
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 Use of small sampling sizes to make cost allocations;310

 Classification of line transformers as primary;311

 Use of engineering estimates and assumptions;312

 Failure to perform any studies to determine what facilities are actually installed to 313
serve over-10 MW customers;314

 Allocation of Customer Care Costs.315

316

Q. Did the Commission criticize ComEd’s approach to the Customer Care Cost issue in 317

the 2007 Rate Case Order and the Special Investigation Proceeding Order?318

A. Yes.  With regard to Customer Care Cost issue, the Commission stated:319

The Commission believes that some percentage of customer care costs 320
may well be attributable specifically to bundled supply customers. This 321
allocation could substantially reduce costs assigned to distribution 322
customers while increasing bundled supply rates. The Commission 323
believes that it is reasonable to investigate the allocation of customer care 324
costs.325

(Id. at 207-208.)326

327

In discussing the Customer Case Cost issue, the 2008 Special Investigation 328

Proceeding Order was direct, stating, for example:329

The question here is from whom should the customer care costs identified 330
in the last rate case be recovered.  ComEd’s proposal allocates less that 331
one percent of its customer care costs to supply based on an avoided 332
cost analysis.  If the Commission’s goal is to assign costs to the cost 333
causers, it is difficult to imagine that less than 1% of ComEd’s 334
customer care costs are caused by supply related matters.  ComEd 335
does not explain why an avoided cost study is used for these costs and 336
for every other cost an embedded cost study is done. 337

338
(Id. at 67) (emphasis added.)339

340
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After reviewing the competing views of REACT and ComEd and noting that “REACT 341

does raise many valid points,” the Commission concluded that:342

ComEd is directed to file an embedded cost of service study for these 343
costs and to also include the results of its avoided cost study.  This will 344
give the Commission the opportunity to review and compare both 345
methodologies and reach a decision based on all the relevant information.  346
If more costs are allocated to supply, then Rider PE or Rate BESH should 347
also be modified.348

349
(Id. at 68-69) (emphasis added.)350

351

The Commission again reiterated ComEd’s obligation in the ordering paragraphs of the 352

Order, stating:353

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Commonwealth Edison Company shall 354
file an embedded cost of service study for its customer care costs in its355
next rate filing.356

357
(Id. at 85) (emphasis added).  Unfortunately, when ComEd made its filing to initiate this 358

rate case, ComEd failed to include an embedded cost of service study for its Customer 359

Care Costs.  Instead, 40 days after making its initial filing, ComEd requested permission 360

to file supplemental testimony that included an ECOSS for Customer Care Costs.  My 361

understanding is that ComEd eventually was granted permission to make that late filing.362

363

Q. Did the Commission criticize ComEd’s approach to the primary/secondary split in 364

the 2007 Rate Case Order and the Special Investigation Proceeding Order?365

A. Yes.  With regard to the primary/secondary Split issue, the Commission concluded:366

ComEd admits that the assignment of primary and secondary 367
distribution costs would likely reduce the total cost allocation to 368
customers in the Extra Large Load, High Voltage, and Railroad 369
delivery classes. Although admitting on cross examination that it did not 370
know how expensive this analysis would be, ComEd, nevertheless argues 371
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that the cost of the primary secondary analysis exceeds the benefits 372
because the benefits would flow to a small number of customers. This 373
overlooks our explicit policy objective of assigning costs where they 374
belong. Only customers using the primary system would see lower rates 375
but the assignment of costs and the rates charged to all classes would be 376
effected. Moreover, the secondary costs assigned to these primary 377
customers substantially change the cost of serving this small number of 378
customers.379

380
* * *381

382
Having considered the evidence and arguments of the parties, the 383
Commission finds that the ECOSS is deficient in not separating and 384
properly allocating primary and secondary service costs. 385

386
(Id. at 206-07) (emphasis added.)  387

388

The Initiating Order in the 2008 Special Investigation Proceeding stated:389

To facilitate that investigation, ComEd is directed to provide an updated 390
cost of service study that (1) differentiates between primary and secondary 391
voltage level; (2) analyzes the cost of providing Customer Care to a 392
customer taking supply from an alternative supplier versus the cost of 393
providing Customer Care to a customer taking supply from ComEd . . ..  394
The Commission will utilize these updated studies provided in this 395
record to perform a comparative analysis with the rate structure 396
allowed in our Order in Docket 07-0566. Based on this analysis we 397
will determine what changes, if any, are necessary, to ensure that the 398
rate structure of ComEd, with appropriate consideration of historic 399
rate structures of the company, are in fact just and reasonable.400

(2008 Special Investigation Proceeding, ICC Docket No. 08-0532, September 10, 2008 401

Initiating Order at 2-3) (emphasis added.)  The Initiating Order therefore required 402

“updated studies” from which it could “determine what changes, if any, are necessary to 403

ensure that the rate structure of ComEd . . . [is] in fact just and reasonable.”  (Id.)  404

405

In discussing ComEd’s analysis of the primary/secondary split issue, the 2008 Special 406

Investigation Proceeding Initiating Order stated:407
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Another related concern voiced by Staff, IIEC, REACT, Metra, and the 408
CTA is that the Company relied solely on engineering judgment for many 409
assumptions about primary and secondary costs and made virtually no 410
physical inspections of facilities to verify the reasonableness of those 411
assumptions.  The record shows that when ComEd’s engineering 412
estimates were compared to a very small number of system 413
inspections they were found to be very inaccurate.  While the Company 414
could not be expected to inspect its entire system, some visual analyses 415
would enable ComEd to conform the engineering assumptions that drive 416
its analysis of primary and secondary costs to reality.  We direct ComEd 417
to conform the engineering assumptions that drive its analysis of 418
primary and secondary costs through the implementation of sampling 419
methods for physical inspections to confirm engineering judgments 420
and to provide this supporting documentation in its cost of service 421
testimony in subsequent rate proceedings before this Commission.422

423
(Id. at 38) (emphasis added.)424

425

Similarly, in addressing ComEd’s approach to evaluating cost of service to customers 426

relating to transformers, the Order stated:427

Based upon ComEd’s tariffs and the description of the system 428
provided to us, we find that ComEd’s current method of allocating 429
transformer costs is not appropriate. When the exiting voltage of the 430
transformer is secondary, the transformer can only serve secondary 431
customers and should be allocated as a secondary system cost. 432

433
ComEd estimates approximately 300 customers (other than high voltage) 434
actually receive power at the primary level while all other customers 435
(excluding high voltage customers) receive power at the secondary level 436
and therefore have their power transformed from a primary down to a 437
secondary level. ComEd argues that making rate adjustments for such 438
a small number of customers is not cost effective.  We disagree.  439

440
The approximately 300 customers who do not require transformers to 441
step down their voltage should be identified and should receive a 442
downward rate adjustment reflective of transformation cost savings. 443
The remaining 3.7 million customers requiring transformation down to the 444
secondary level should pay rates that reflect an allocation of transformer 445
costs. 446

447
In addition to the 300 primary only customers, other customers, including 448
multifamily residential customers, receive secondary voltage service 449
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directly from line transformers fed by primary voltage circuits.  ComEd 450
presently considers these customers to be primary service customers.  451
According to our reading of ComEd’s tariffs, they should be considered 452
secondary service customers. We find that the rates charged to these 453
customers should reflect their use of transformers and some use of the 454
secondary distribution system.  Staff indicates that these customers can 455
be easily identified without extensive studies because they have a 456
unique set of meters.  457

458
(Id. at 38-39) (emphasis added.)459

460

In the end, the Commission ordered the following:461

Consistent with the foregoing, we direct ComEd to develop and provide 462
in its next rate proceeding: 1) direct observation or sampling and 463
estimation techniques of ComEd’s system to develop more accurate and 464
transparent differentiation of primary and secondary costs; 2) other 465
utilities’ methods of differentiating primary and secondary systems and 466
costs; 3) function based definitions of service voltages for facilities other 467
than the line transformers already addressed; 4) an analysis of which 468
customer groups are served by which system service components; and 5) 469
consideration of redefining rate classes on the basis of voltage or 470
equipment usage to better reflect the cost of service.471

472
(Id. at 40) (emphasis added).473

474

The ordering paragraphs of that Order reiterated ComEd’s obligation, stating:475

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Commonwealth Edison Company 476
should file an updated ECOSS for consideration in its next rate filing as 477
outlined herein.478

479
(Id. at 85) (emphasis added.)480

481
Q. What specifically did the Commission order in the Special Investigation Proceeding482

regarding the primary/secondary split analysis?483

A. The Commission ordered ComEd to provide in its next rate proceeding a 484

primary/secondary cost analysis that included:485
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 Direct observation or sampling and estimation techniques of ComEd‘s system to 486
develop more accurate and transparent differentiation of primary and secondary costs; 487

 Other utilities‘ methods of differentiating primary and secondary systems and costs; 488

 Function based definitions of service voltages for facilities other than the line 489
transformers already addressed; 490

 An analysis of which customer groups are served by which system service 491
components; and 492

 Consideration of redefining rate classes on the basis of voltage or equipment usage to 493
better reflect the cost of service.494

Just as with the Customer Care Costs, in its filing to initiate this proceeding, ComEd did 495

not attempt to address these items.  Instead, ComEd sought, and was eventually granted, 496

permission to file supplemental testimony.  However, as explained more fully below, 497

ComEd’s current proposed rate allocation methodologies remain substantially deficient; 498

as a result, if the Commission were to approve ComEd’s proposed rates, the Extra Large 499

Load customer class would experience massive, unjustified rate increases.500

501

Q. Was the issue of what facilities are installed to serve Extra Large customers and the 502

allocation of those facilities to Extra Large customers raised in Docket No. 07-0566?503

A. Yes.  REACT witness Edward Bodmer testified about the desirability and the feasibility 504

of requiring ComEd to undertake specific studies about specific facilities.  Mr. Bodmer 505

testified that ComEd is capable of making customer rate computations and did it for more 506

that 6,000 ratepayers when calculating customer-specific stranded costs charges.  (See507

ICC Docket No. 07-0566, REACT Exhibit 2.0, page 19)  Mr. Bodmer’s Direct and 508

Rebuttal Testimony, and the exhibits thereto submitted into evidence in the 2007 ComEd 509
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Rate Case are incorporated herein as if they were attached REACT Exhibits 1.7 and 1.8, 510

respectively.5  511

512

It was also pointed out in ICC Docket No. 07-0566 that although the annual impact on 513

rates was being discussed, if adopted, ComEd’s huge, unjustified rate increases would 514

impact these customers’ rates forever.  Of course, that remains the case with respect to 515

the ECOSS presented by ComEd at issue in this proceeding -- if the Commission were to 516

accept ComEd’s proposal, the these huge, unjustified rate increases would impact these 517

customers’ rates forever.  Given the potentially massive increases for these customers, the 518

benefits of providing on transparent basis the cost information regarding the actual costs 519

to serve this customer class far outweigh the implementation costs to obtain that 520

information.  521

IV.522

COMED SEEKS TO IMPOSE A523
DISPROPORTIONATE AND UNFAIR RATE INCREASE UPON524

CUSTOMERS IN THE OVER-10 MW CUSTOMER CLASS525

Q. Please summarize the magnitude of ComEd’s proposed distribution rate increase.526

A. ComEd’s overview of this rate filing, summarized in ComEd Ex. 1.1R explains that it is 527

proposing total delivery services revenue $2.337 billion, which is an overall increase of 528

$396 Million (20.6%).  (See also ComEd Ex. 16.3.).  This requested increase is in 529

addition to the $273.6 Million increase approved by the Commission in ComEd’s 2007 530

Rate Case. (See ICC Docket No. 07-0566, Final Order dated September 10, 2008 at 236.)531

532

                                                
5 In the 2007 ComEd Rate Case (ICC Docket No. 07-0566), Mr. Bodmer’s Direct Testimony (REACT Exhibit 2.0) 
and accompanying exhibits (REACT Exhibits 2.1-2.5) were filed on ICC eDocket on February 11, 2008.  Mr. 
Bodmer’s Rebuttal Testimony (REACT Exhibit 6.0) was filed on ICC eDocket on April 8, 2008.
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In its 2007 Rate Case, ComEd proposed increasing rates would have resulted in an 533

overall 129.4% increase for the High Voltage Delivery Class (over-10 MW) and an 534

overall 140.4% increase for the Extra Large Delivery Class (over-10 MW). (ICC Docket 535

No. 07-0566, REACT Ex. 1.1, Exhibit to the Direct Testimony of Brad Fults, at 10 536

(REACT Ex. 1.2).)537

538

The Commission recognized the significant concern of REACT and other intervenors in 539

ComEd’s 2007 Rate Case, openly strongly criticized ComEd’s proposed ECOSS as a 540

basis for setting rates, but nevertheless authorized rates based roughly on the ECOSS, with 541

a 25% movement towards ECOSS based rates for the Extra Large Load, High Voltage, and 542

Railroad delivery services classes.543

544

Q What has ComEd assumed in this rate proceeding regarding distribution rates for 545

Extra Large and Over-10 MW High Voltage Customers?546

A. ComEd has assumed that it is appropriate to move the rates for Extra Large Load and 547

over-10 MW High Voltage delivery classes an additional 25% towards the fundamentally 548

flawed ECOSS ComEd presented in the 2007 Rate Case.  This means that ComEd is 549

essentially 50% towards the massive rate increases they proposed in Docket 07-0566 with 550

little or no changes to the same ECOSS that the Commission found to be deficient in 551

ComEd’s 2007 Rate Case, and again seriously questioned in the subsequent Special 552

Investigation Proceeding. (See ICC Docket No. 07-0566, Final Order dated September 553

10, 2008, at 213; ICC Docket No. 08-0532, Final Order dated April 21, 2010, at 67.)554

555
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Q Has ComEd presented any analysis of the dollar impact of ComEd’s overall 556

distribution rate increase proposal for over-10 MW customers in this proceeding?557

A. ComEd’s analysis was perfunctory at best.558

559

Q Has ComEd presented any analysis of the dollar impact of ComEd’s overall 560

distribution rate increase proposal for over-10 MW customers in this proceeding for 561

rates in effect prior to the Final Order in its 2007 Rate Case?562

A. No.563

564

Q Have you been able to ascertain the dollar impact of ComEd’s distribution service 565

charges increase proposal for the Extra Large over-10 MW customers?566

A. Yes.  Table 1 compares the annual distribution charges and increases for various size 567

customers in the Extra Large Load class.  The comparison shows annual costs using 568

distribution rates approved in Docket Nos. 05-0597 and 07-0566.  The results show that 569

the annual cost impact of ComEd proposed rates over rates approved in Docket No. 05-570

0597 would range from $233,735 (for customers with a demand of 10 MW) to 571

$1,910,342 (for customers with a demand of 75 MW).  On a percentage increase basis, 572

rates will, if approved, increase by over 76.8% for all Extra Large customers when 573

compared with rates authorized in ComEd’s 2005 Rate Case, ICC Docket No. 05-0597.  574

In this proceeding, ComEd’s proposed rate increases over rates approved in ComEd’s575

2007 Rate Case range from 33.3% to 39.6%, depending on customer size.576

577
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Table 1578
Annual Impact of Proposed Distribution Charges for579

 Extra Large Over 10 MW Customers580

581

Annual Electric Costs
10-0467 Proposed Rate 

Increase Over % Increase

Final Orders Proposed Final Orders Final Order Costs

05-0597 07-0566 10-0467 05-0597 07-0566 05-0597 07-0566

10 MW $304,221 $403,477 $537,956 $233,735 $134,479 76.8% 33.3%

20 MW $599,421 $797,077 $1,085,341 $485,920 $288,264 81.1% 36.2%

35 MW $1,042,221 $1,387,477 $1,909,090 $866,869 $521,613 83.2% 37.6%

50 MW $1,485,021 $1,977,877 $2,748,870 $1,263,849 $770,993 85.1% 39.0%

75 MW $2,223,021 $2,961,877 $4,133,362 $1,910,342 $1,171,486 85.9% 39.6%

582
Annual costs calculated by multiplying customer and metering charges x 12, plus monthly kW x 12 583
months x $/kW distribution facilities charge, plus IL Electricity Distribution tax per kWh by annual 584
kWh.   (See ComEd Ex. 16.0 Revised, Table D3; 2nd Revised Sheet No. 369.)585

586

Q Have you been able to ascertain the dollar impact of ComEd’s distribution service 587

charges increase proposal for the High-Voltage over-10 MW customers?588

A. Yes.  Table 2 compares the annual distribution charges and increases for various size 589

customers in the High-Voltage over-10 MW class.  The results show that the annual cost 590

impact of ComEd’s proposed rates over rates approved in Docket No. 05-0597 would 591

range from $40,537 (for customers with a demand of 10 MW) to $469,143 (for customers 592

with a demand of 75 MW).  On a percentage increase basis, rates will increase by over 593

29.9% for all High-Voltage over-10 MW customers.  In this proceeding, ComEd’s 594

proposed rate increases over the 2007 Rate Case rates range from 6.63% to 21.0%, 595

depending on customer size.596
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Table 2597
Annual Impact of Proposed Distribution Charges for598

High-Voltage Over 10 MW Customers599

600

Annual Electric Costs
10-0467 Proposed Rate 

Increase Over % Increase

Final Orders Proposed Final Orders Final Order Costs

05-0597 07-0566 10-0467 05-0597 07-0566
05-

0597 07-0566

10 MW $135,440 $165,125 $175,977 $40,537 $10,852 29.9% 6.6%

20 MW $266,240 $324,725 $366,962 $100,722 $42,237 37.8% 13.0%

35 MW $462,440 $564,125 $656,111 $193,671 $91,986 41.9% 16.3%

50 MW $658,640 $803,525 $961,291 $302,650 $157,766 46.0% 19.6%

75 MW $985,640 $1,202,525 $1,454,783 $469,143 $252,258 47.6% 21.0%

601
Annual  costs calculated by multiplying customer and metering charges x 12, plus monthly 602
kW x 12 months x $/kW distribution facilities charge, plus IL Electricity Distribution tax per 603
kWh by annual kWh.  (See ComEd Ex. 16.0R, Table D4; 2nd Revised Sheet No. 370.)604

605

Q. What do the above increases in the Distribution Facilities Charges for Extra Large 606

and High-Voltage customers show?607

A. It shows that ComEd’s ECOSS for allocating costs to Extra Large and High Voltage 608

customers continues to be flawed. Based on this flawed ECOSS, ComEd continues to 609

improperly and disproportionately allocate excessive costs to Extra Large over-10 MW 610

and High-Voltage over-10 MW customers.611

612

V.613

THE COMMISSION SHOULD REJECT COMED’S EMBEDDED COST OF SERVICE614
STUDY AND ITS PRIMARY SECONDARY ANALYSIS615

Q Did ComEd file an Embedded Cost of Service Study in this proceeding?616

A. Yes.  In its initial filing on June 30, 2010, ComEd filed its ECOSS, which used 617

essentially the same methodology that was strongly criticized in ComEd’s 2007 Rate 618
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Case and the 2008 Special Investigation Proceeding.  The allocations resulting from the 619

ECOSS in this case continues to show that ComEd is over-collecting costs from its over-620

10 MW customers and therefore requires significant rate decreases for these customers.621

622

Q. Did ComEd provide this primary/secondary cost analysis in this proceeding?623

A. Not in its initial filing made on June 30, 2010.  ComEd subsequently provided the 624

primary/secondary cost analysis and supporting testimony on August 9, 2010.  625

626

Q. Did ComEd make all the ordered adjustments to it primary/secondary costs 627

analysis?628

A. No.629

630

Q. Did ComEd prepare proposed charges for under the primary/secondary cost 631

analysis?632

A. Yes.  As part of the supplemental and revised testimony ComEd witness Lawrence S. 633

Alongi prepared Exemplar charges showing distribution rates for non-residential 634

demand-based customers (See ComEd Ex. 21.0R at 8; ComEd Ex. 21.1.)  At part of these 635

Exemplar rates ComEd prepared delivery services charges for an “Exemplar Primary 636

Voltage Delivery Class.”  (ComEd Ex. 21.1.)  As I understand this rate, the most of the 637

Extra Large Customers would take service under the Exemplar Primary Service rate, if it 638

were adopted. 639

640
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Q. What would be the impact to Extra Large over-10 MW customers if they were 641

served under the Exemplar Primary Service rate?642

A. The following Table 3 shows that Extra Large over-10 MW customers receiving service 643

under the Exemplar Primary service would see rate increases over ComEd 2007 Rate 644

Case rates.  The increases range from $248,739 for a 10 MW customer to $2.08 Million 645

for a 75 MW size customer.  The respective percentage increases are 61.6% to 70.3%.  646

The percentage over rates approved in Docket No. 05-0597 would be 114.4% for a 10 647

MW size customer and 126.9% for a 75 MW size customers.648

649

Table 3.  650
Annual Costs for Extra Large Customers Receiving Service Under651

Exemplar Price Service Rate652

Annual Electric Costs
Exemplar Increase 

Over % Increase

Final Orders Exemplar Final Orders
Over Final Order 

Costs

05-0597 07-0566 Primary 05-0597 07-0566 05-0597 07-0566

10 MW $304,221 $403,477 $652,216 $347,995 $248,739 114.4% 61.6%

20 MW $599,421 $797,077 $1,322,001 $722,580 $524,924 120.5% 65.9%

35 MW $1,042,221 $1,387,477 $2,329,350 $1,287,129 $941,873 123.5% 67.9%

50 MW $1,485,021 $1,977,877 $3,352,730 $1,867,709 $1,374,853 125.8% 69.5%

75 MW $2,223,021 $2,961,877 $5,043,222 $2,820,202 $2,081,346 126.9% 70.3%
Annual cost calculated by multiplying customer and metering charges x 12, plus monthly kW x 12 653
months x $/kW distribution facilities charge, plus IL Electricity Distribution tax per kWh by annual 654
kWh.  (See ComEd Ex. 16.0R, Table D3; ComEd Ex. 21.0R Table SD4; 2nd Revised Sheet No. 369.)655

656
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Q. What do you conclude from this customer impact analysis?657

A. As a method for allocating costs among classes, ComEd’s Exemplar Primary Service 658

rates continues to be flawed.659

660

Q. Does the study underlying ComEd’s Exemplar Primary Rate have any useful 661

purpose?662

A. Yes.  Although the resulting increases ComEd proposes for the over-10 MW customers663

are inappropriate, by performing this study ComEd did show that it has the capability to 664

segregate certain assets out of the rate base applicable to certain customer classes.  665

REACT expert witness Mr. Terhune concludes that the underlying study, while flawed, 666

does serve as a “proof of concept” that ComEd has the capacity to segregate costs.  It 667

appears that ComEd can and should conduct the study Mr. Terhune recommends to 668

identify and assign an fair allocation of costs related to the assets used to serve over-10 669

MW customers.670

VI.671

THE COMMISSION SHOULD REJECT COMED’S PROPOSED COLLECTION OF672
THE ILLINOIS ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION TAX673

674
Q. What change is ComEd proposing to recover costs for the Illinois Electricity 675

Distribution Tax (IEDT”)?676

A. According to ComEd Witness Mr. Alongi (see ComEd Ex. 16.0R at 18), ComEd is 677

proposing to assess a per kWh charge of $0.00122 to all customers.678
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Q. What is the IEDT?679

A. I understand that this is a tax imposed by the State of Illinois on Illinois electric 680

distribution companies.681

682

Q. How does ComEd currently recover the IEDT?683

A. The tax is currently included in the Distribution Facilities Charge (“DFC”).  For 684

residential, watt-meter and lighting customers the tax is included in the $ per kWh DFC.   685

For other customers, such as Extra Large and High-Voltage customers, the tax is included 686

in the $ per kW DFC charge applied to each customer’s Maximum Kilowatts Delivered687

(“MKD”).  A customer’s MKD is the highest 30-minute demand established by the retail 688

customer during the monthly billing period.689

690

Q. What is the impact of this change to ComEd?691

A. There should be no impact to ComEd.  ComEd should recover the exact IEDT amount 692

however it proposes to recover that amount.693

694

Q. What will be the impact of this change to over-10 MW customers?695

A. This change will only cause more confusion and add another layer of complexity for 696

customers in understanding their monthly ComEd bill.  These customers already have on 697

their monthly ComEd bill line items for other taxes such as the state excise tax, and 698

municipal tax, if applicable.  699

700
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Q. Does ComEd’s proposal for Straight Fixed Variable (“SFV”) designed rates 701

warrant this proposed change?702

A. No.  ComEd has been historically been recovering this tax in the DFC and has not raised 703

any cost recovery issues in prior rate proceeding.  The current design of ComEd’s rates 704

for non-residential customers having a DFC is similar to the SFV proposal by ComEd 705

witness Mr. Alongi.  (See ComEd Ex. 16.0R at 9).  Under the SFV cost recovery method, 706

ComEd recovers more delivery related costs through fixed changes and less through 707

variable per kWh charges. Current rates for non-residential customers are already similar 708

to the SFV rate design in that most costs are included in the DFC $ per kW charge.  709

Removing and separately billing for the IEDT takes a step back from this cost recovery 710

approach.711

712

Q. Will ComEd be unique in assessing the IEDT is the Commission approves this 713

change?714

A. Apparently.  Based upon a review of the tariffs from Illinois electric utilities, it appears 715

that no other utility shows the IEDT as a separate line item on its customers bills.  716

717

Q. How should the IEDT be recovered?718

A. It should continued to viewed as a delivery related cost and appropriately recovered in the 719

DFC. 720

721
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VII.722

THE COMMISSION SHOULD REJECT COMED’S LATEST UNJUSTIFIED723
INCREASE TO ITS DISTRIBUTION LOSS FACTORS724

Q. What changes is ComEd proposing to distribution loss factors?725

A. ComEd is proposing to increase the overall system average distribution loss factor by 726

about 4%. The filed distribution loss factors are based on load research data prepared by 727

ComEd for the 12 month period ending December 2009. (See ComEd Ex. 16.19R.)728

729

Q. Is this an issue you testified about in the 2007 Rate Case?730

A. Yes.  In the 2007 Rate Case, REACT raised concerns about the significant percentage 731

increases for the larger non-residential customers.  (See Ex. 1.2, ICC Docket No. 07-732

0566, REACT Ex. 1.1, at 15.)  Our concern was that the percentage increases were 733

significantly higher for these customers than the system average.  We also raised concern 734

that the loss factors seem to be increasing even though ComEd has been making 735

significant distribution improvements.736

737

Q. Explain what is meant by distribution losses.738

A. Distribution loss refers to the difference between electricity delivered to a system and the 739

actual amount of electricity delivered to customers.  Loss can occur on transmission lines 740

(“transmission loss”) or on the distribution system (“distribution loss”), but the primary 741

source is losses in the transformation process from higher voltages to lower voltages.  In 742

this proceeding ComEd is only proposing changes to the distribution loss factor.  Thus, I 743

will limit my discussion to distribution line losses.744

745
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Q. Why is the distribution loss important to REACT members?746

A. At the volume that the over-10 MW class purchases electricity, distribution losses 747

translate into significant costs for each customer.  This is because distribution loss is a 748

percentage adder on top of the commodity charge that accounts for the difference 749

between electricity delivered to ComEd’s distribution system and the actual amount of 750

electricity delivered to customers on the distribution system.  For example, if a 751

customer’s distribution loss factor is 7.0% and their electric commodity cost is $100,000, 752

the cost for losses is $7,000.  Another way to think about the distribution loss is that it is 753

like a fixed-percentage tax on electricity.754

755

Q. How do customers pay for distribution losses?756

A. Suppliers assess the cost for distribution losses on their invoices to customers based each 757

customer’s actual energy cost and loss factor.  Thus, although the charge comes through 758

the supplier, the entity setting the charge (or at least the basis for the charge) is ComEd.759

760

Q. How have distribution losses changed over the last few ComEd rate proceedings?761

A. Summarized in Table 4 are ComEd distribution losses for non-residential customers since 762

Docket No. 05-0597.  Results show that the losses increase since Docket 05-0597 for the 763

Extra Large over-10 MW customers is 15.78% and almost 43% for High-Voltage over-10 764

MW customers.765
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Table 4766
Distribution Loss Factors -- Non-Residential767

768

Proposed

DLF % % Increase

Customer Class 05-0597 07-0566 Proposed Over 05-0597

Small 7.19% 7.52% 7.70% 7.09%

Medium 6.17% 6.40% 6.73% 9.08%

Large 5.57% 6.08% 6.32% 13.46%

Very Large 5.07% 5.81% 5.91% 16.57%

Extra Large 5.07% 5.83% 5.87% 15.78%

High-Voltage (>10 MW) 1.35% 1.83% 1.93% 42.96%

High-Voltage (<10 MW) 1.35% 2.28% 2.33% 72.59%

System Average 6.49% 6.48% 6.74%

Source: ComEd Ex. 16.19R; 1st and 3rd Revised Sheet No. 378 769
770

Q. What is the annual cost impact of the proposed distribution loss factors for over-10  771

MW customers?772

A. The annual cost impact of the proposed distribution loss factors will vary depending on 773

customer load and other factors, such supplier commodity costs.  As demonstrated in 774

Table 5 below, the annual cost impact for distribution losses ranges from $47,339 to $1.4 775

Million depending on customer size, service level, and their cost of electricity from their 776

supplier.  This analysis assumes an electric commodity cost of $0.04 per kWh.  777

778
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Table 5779
Annual Cost of Proposed Distribution Loss Factor780

781
Assumed

kW Annual kWh Extra Large High-Voltage

10,000 
    
61,320,000 $143,979 $47,339

20,000 
  
140,160,000 $329,096 $108,204

35,000 
  
260,610,000 $611,912 $201,191

50,000 
  
394,200,000 $925,582 $304,322

75,000 
  
604,440,000 $1,419,225 $466,628

Annual kWh x loss factor x 4.0¢ per kWh.782

783

Q. What happens if actual loss percentages applied to customers differ for losses 784

contained in Rate RDS?785

A. It is unclear.  I am not aware of any instances where a customer has requested or obtained 786

an adjustment. 787

788

Q. What is your recommendation with respect to ComEd’s proposed increase in the 789

distribution loss factor?790

A. ComEd should be ordered make an annual filing reconciling its losses assessed to 791

customers with actual incurred losses.  At that time, ComEd would file updated 792

distribution loss factors that incorporate upward or downward adjustments.  This would 793

be similar to how natural gas utilities in Illinois update their annual distribution loss 794

factor.  The annual approach would ensure the losses are treated as a pass-through type 795

cost with no benefits to ComEd or certain customer groups.796

797
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VII.798

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS799

Q. Please summarize your overall conclusions and recommendations.800

A. My conclusions and recommendations can be summarized as follows:801

 ComEd’s embedded cost-of-service study suffers the same deficiencies identified 802
in the 2007 Rate Case and the 2008 Special Investigation Proceeding; the ECOSS 803
simply cannot justify ComEd’s proposed exorbitant rate increase for customers 804
with demands exceeding 10 MWs.  Allowing ComEd to move another 25% 805
towards ComEd’s claimed ECOSS is not supported by the facts.806

 ComEd’s proposed increases in its delivery services rates improperly allocate 807
costs related to the procurement of energy to the delivery services rates of 808
ComEd’s customers.  As detailed in the testimony of Mr. Merola (REACT Ex. 809
3.0), the proposal is not only unfair to individual customers who obtain their 810
electric supply from a RES, but also would impede the development of the 811
competitive market for small commercial and residential customers, because 812
RESs would be forced to compete against an artificially deflated ComEd supply 813
rate.  From REACT’s perspective, fairness, the impact on the competitive market, 814
and sound regulatory policy dictate that it is ComEd’s supply customers who 815
should be asked to pay for the costs associated with their procurement.816

 The Commission should compel ComEd to identify the assets used to serve the 817
Extra Large Load class, as recommended by Mr. Terhune.  As Mr. Terhune 818
demonstrates, ComEd is currently recovering costs from this class that the class 819
had no role in causing, but ComEd does have the capacity to identify those costs 820
that the class did cause. 821

 ComEd’s proposal to recover its obligation pay the Illinois Electricity Distribution 822
Tax on a per kWh fee should be rejected.  This change is unnecessary, adds 823
confusion and is contrary ComEd’s proposal to move rate towards a Straight 824
Fixed Variable recovery method.825

 ComEd updated its customer distribution losses in the last two rate proceeding 826
and the increases are puzzling, at best.  ComEd should be ordered make an annual 827
filing reconciling its losses assessed to customers with actual incurred losses.  The 828
annual approach would ensure the losses are treated as a pass-through type cost 829
with no benefits to ComEd or certain customer groups.830

831

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony?832

A. Yes.833


